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Abstract
　 Compliments in discourse are a common feature of  conversation. Typically, an individual is con-
scious of  giving and receiving a compliment, and the way we acknowledge it: ‘You’ve got such great 
kids, ‘Why thank you, they do help out such a lot’. This two-way exchange is a conventional pattern. 
The question this paper will attempt to analyse  is whether the compliment exchange is only a two way 
exchange, or is it extended to a third move after acknowledgement, or in some cases rejection of  the com-
pliment. Does the speaker continue the discourse with a third move? This paper will analyse the data 
collected from the compliment routine research and assess the discourse features of  the third move.
Introduction to the Research Project
Aim
Under ideal research conditions, it would be preferable to collect naturally 
occurring data (NOD); however, as my research progressed I reached the 
conclusion that it would be necessary to elicit artificial data. The initial 
idea for this research project developed from casual observation of  the 
compliment routine behaviour between friends and family, strangers, and 
on TV. Nevertheless, once I began consciously collecting data using the 
naturalistic method, data became harder to collect.  Manes and Wolfson 
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(Coulmas 1981) collected 686 naturalistic data with the help of  their students 
over the period of  one year. Due to practical considerations, I realised that 
if  I restricted my research to solely the naturalistic data collection method, I 
would be in danger of  failing to collect an adequate data sample, in order for 
the necessary discourse analysis. Hence, it became clear that I would need to 
elicit artifi cial data.
In spite of  this, artifi cial data elicitation is not considered secondary to 
NOD, because as my hypothesis states I am commencing an introductory 
study of  the 3-way compliment speech exchange from the research. Thus, 
elicited data in the context of  a prompted dialogue is a valid and time-
effi cient method. Moreover, data elicitation is essentially a productive means 
of  analysis than sole-reliance on time-dependent, NOD.
For pedagogical purposes I am also interested in cross-cultural 
compliment exchange routine behaviour. I attempted to include as many 
non native speakers (NNS) as possible in the research process; however, 
due to practical and technical shortcomings I was unable to collect a 
suffi cient data sample. In spite of  the small data sample, it is evidence that 
compliment exchange routine behaviour, could be included pedagogically in 
English language education, successfully.
Setting the Scene
The aim of  this project is to investigate the third move, that is, how the 
speaker (Move 1) responds to the response move (Move 2). I have classifi ed 
the speaker’s response move as the 3rd move (Move 3) in this research 
project. I hypothesise that the 2-way compliment exchange routine is 
followed by a follow-up response move from the speaker, i. e. the 3rd move. I 
propose that speakers want to prolong the conversation in a routine manner 
after the initial 2-way speech event.
As a result of  their 686 corpus of  naturally occurring compliments 
from daily conversation, Manes and Wolfson propose that many native 
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speakers (NS) are conscious of  the formulaic function of  expressing thanks 
and saying goodbye, but are not conscious of  the formulaic function of  
compliments (Coulmas F 1981).
For the purpose of  this research, the variables are status and relationship 
between participants. I will also make observations regarding gender; 
however, due to the disproportionate number of  participants, it was not 
possible to include gender as a variable. In spite of  the small cross-cultural 
data sample in the compliment exchange routine, I have included the sample 
as a small comparison between NS and NNS. The cross-cultural variable is a 
NNS performing the speech act of  complimenting a NS.
The Procedures
The Pilot Project
The data sample was collected via elicitation techniques. However, before 
data collection began it was necessary to carry out preliminary testing of  the 
proposed elicitation techniques by means of  a pilot project.
I used two data collection techniques for the pilot project, which were 
consequently altered and rejected following the pilot project results. The 
first data collection method (hereafter Technique 1), closely follows a 
Discourse-Completion Task (DCT) exercise. The DCT exercise imitates 
different social situations through carefully formulated, scripted dialogues, 
in order to analyse discourse in a carefully elicited speech act (Blum-Kulka, 
House, Kasper, 1989: 13). The DCT exercise uses a brief  description of  a 
setting and social situation, a social role and the distance in relation to each 
participant, in which participants are asked to perform. For the purposes of  
the pilot project, the scripted dialogues did not originally include the social 
distance or social role between each participant.
The following examples were written in order to elicit the 3rd move 
from speaker A. Only the social setting was identifi ed for the participants in 
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the pilot project, for example “Sport－Talking about a recent marathon”.
Scenario 4: Sport
Talking about a recent marathon
A1:  I heard you ran a half  marathon at the weekend!? I couldn’t run to the 
shops and back. You’re very healthy.
B: Naa.  It was nothing.
A2:                       xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 7: Chatting after some friends have cooked you dinner
A1: That was delicious, hmm chocolate fudge truffl es.
B: Oh, it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven.
A2:                  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Appendix 1
When the participants perform role A, they are asked to convey 
the scripted compliment A1 to speaker B, who replies with the scripted 
response B; and speaker A provides the elicited 3rd move in A2. The pilot 
project consisted of  12 scenarios; which proved to be a short-coming of  the 
research project. In spite of  this, the pilot project highlighted the merits of  
stating social distance and social role in the DCT exercise. It is necessary to 
defi ne social distance and social role, in order to enable the participants to 
adopt a role freely in the scripted dialogue. See Appendix 1.
The second data collection method (hereafter Technique 2), in the 
pilot project uses unscripted, yet context controlled prompt cards, as opposed 
to scripted dialogues used in the former DCT exercise. This method is an 
attempt to triangulate the data collection process using naturally occurring 
data (NOD). The NOD was collected using prompt cards, stating a specifi c 
context; participants were recorded in unscripted conversation. The sample 
data from this method is natural conversation, yet, it has been artificially 
prompted and recorded in a controlled collection process, hence, alluding to 
the Observer’s Paradox (Labov 1972 in Blum-Kulka, House, Kasper 1989: 
13). In other words, how can data be natural in the presence of  a researcher 
recording the discourse?
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The participants were given 8 cards which described different social 
situations, ranging from shopping on the high street to conversing about a 
friend’s garden. The participants (2 participants in each exercise), were asked 
to have a short conversation using a prompt card:
A. 6 CARD
You are on holiday at a luxury resort.
B is the front desk receptionist.
Compliment B’s dress.
B. 6 CARD
You work as receptionist at a luxury resort. Appendix 2
Observations
Following the results of  the pilot project, it was necessary to make 
adjustments to the data collection methods. I reached the conclusion that 
Technique 1, based on the Discourse Completion Task (DCT) exercise, 
could be more effective if  participants were given a practise, sample scenario 
before recording commenced. A sample scenario would help participants 
relax and acclimatize to the research procedure; similar to a pre-marathon, 
warm-up jog. Moreover, the participants themselves proposed that practise, 
sample scenarios would marginally, help them to get acquainted with each 
other.
During the DCT exercise participants rigidly followed the scripted 
dialogue; however, the participants commented that occasionally, they would 
have preferred to continue the conversation naturally after the DCT speech 
act had finished. Certainly, this is the continuation of  a natural discourse 
which I referred to in my research aims. The participant instruction 
guidelines therefore, emphasise the importance of  the DCT exercise, 
practise sample scenarios, which nota bene, were not included as recorded 
data.  See Appendix 3 for the guidelines.
During the pilot project recording session I realized that the use of  two 
data collection methods was very time-consuming. Technique 1 took on 
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average 15 minutes to collect one data sample. Furthermore, Technique 2 
took approximately 25 minutes per one data sample. I concluded that the 
present recording time schedule was completely miscalculated. In addition, 
if  we were to introduce practise sample scenarios to the DCT exercise, and 
allocate time for participants to familiarize themselves with the prompt 
cards; the resulting recordings would be too long to impose on volunteer 
participants. Consequently, I decided to reduce the number of  prompt cards 
from 6 situation cards to 2 for elicited NOD. See Appendix 4 for revised 
Technique 1 DCT exercise and Appendix 2 for Technique 2 prompt cards.
The Recording
In contrast to an artificial environment of  a recording laboratory, the 
participants were recorded in a relatively comfortable setting. This was a 
conscious attempt to help the participants to feel at ease. The setting was 
a small seminar room reserved for post-graduate students; the room had 
windows in contrast to a darkroom-environment of  a recording laboratory. 
Recordings took place on the weekend whereby the university campus was 
relatively quiet; moreover, this was conducive to fewer interruptions during 
a recording.
Participants were told that the recording was not a test. Thus, 
par ticipants were encouraged to relax and if  they were to feel 
uncomfortable, the recording would be stopped (and re-recorded).
The Participants
Gender is not a variable as earlier stated. Female participants exceeded the 
number of  males by one. Notwithstanding, female, retrievable data greatly 
surpassed that of  male, retrievable data, and as a result, the data sample 
is predominantly from female speech. Nessa Wolfson (Wolfson, 1984) 
makes some interesting comments regarding the degree men and women 
compliment each other, and the same gender. Wolfson suggests that a 
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man will feel free to compliment a woman, regardless of  a woman’s social 
position due to a woman’s lower perceived, social status. Wolfson’s research 
highlights that a man feels comfortable complimenting a super-ordinate 
status woman; however, it would be an extremely unusual case if  the roles 
were reversed. Wolfson proposes that complimenting behaviour is a way to 
consolidate a woman’s feminine role in American society, and in spite of  
a woman’s social status, she will receive more compliments than a man of  
equal ranking. The following is an interesting example from the sample data 
collected in Wolfson’s research:
‘… The professor, a female, had left the door to her classroom open be-
cause of  the heat.  Much to her surprise and that of  the class, an elderly 
male colleague going past her door caught sight of  her and walked right in. 
Coming up close he said, in a loud stage whisper:
21  ‘Can I whisper in your ear?  I didn’t have a chance to tell you this morn-
ing how lovely you look!’ (Wolfson, 1984: 243).
It would be interesting to further Wolfson’s research in the present study. 
In particular, since the retrievable data was predominantly female speech. 
And moreover, a noticeable feature of  the data was that female participants 
felt at ease complimenting both male and female participants. In contrast, 
the male-male dialogues were shorter and the male participants were not 
conscious of  the solidarity function of  complimenting that the female 
participants developed, despite the limited time-frame.
Familiarity with each other varied; ranging from stranger to friend, and 
acquaintance. Age was not a variable, participants were in their mid 20’s to 
mid 30’s; profession and status were not an accountable variable. Regarding 
the cross-cultural data sample the participants were: five male NS, four 
female NS, one male NNS: a German, and three female NNS: two Japanese 
and one Greek. Unfortunately, due to a technical shortcoming, three of  the 
data samples, two male NS and one male NNS, were irretrievable.
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The Collected Data
Each participant was recorded in 12 scenarios of  the DCT exercise. The 
retrievable data consists of  84 scripted dialogues from each participating NS 
(See Appendix 5), and 36 scripted dialogues from each participating NNS, 
(See Appendix 6).  A further 36 DCT exercise dialogues were carried out; 
however, in spite of  this, there is no retrievable data.
In order to triangulate the research, some participants were recorded 
using prompt cards in naturally occurring conversation. The retrievable 
NOD is 5 conversations between NS, and 2 conversations between NS and 
NNS. See Appendix 7. (Technique 2)
Description of Data
What are we interested in?
It has been suggested that the speech event analysis of  compliments, 
includes several response moves following the speech act utterance:
‘A speech event analysis attempts to establish components or template like 
parts of  a functionally described interaction’ (Hatch, 1992: 136).
For example, ‘I like your shoes’ is a compliment speech act utterance; in 
contrast, a speech event includes at least one response move to an utterance, 
such as ‘These old things? I’ve had them years’ (Hatch, 1992). Hatch, refers 
to the event structure of  compliments as:
Compliment ＋ acknowledgement/acceptance ＋ bridge (Hatch 1992: 
137).
As mentioned earlier, I am interested in the 3rd move, which Hatch 
classifies as a ‘bridge’, in the compliment speech event. In the following 
example, the underlined data is an example of  the significant data for 
analysis:
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A : Your photos are very good.  You take good pictures.
B :  I just point the camera and hope for the best.
A :  Well I wish my photos always turned out THIS good. (3rd move)
I am interested in an emerging pattern, and in particular, embedded 
appreciation. In other words, the acceptance of  a compliment plus 
downgrade of  the compliment; speaker’s question plus denial of  personal 
responsibility for the compliment, yet without rejection of  the compliment 
(Hatch 1992), and the reassignment of  praise accompanied by the speaker’s 
downgraded speech act (Tsui 1994).
Classifi cation of DCT Exercise Data
For sign posting purposes, I have classifi ed the 12 scenarios from the DCT 
exercise into 6 categories (ref. TYPE), in order to simplify the checklist 
analysis:
The following example is scenario 1 from the DCT exercise scripted 
dialogues:
TYPE DESCRIPTION
DCT EXERCISE 
SCENARIO NUMBER
Table 2 Type A compliment ＋ disagreement (downgrade) 1, 8, 9, 11
Table 3 Type B compliment ＋ acceptance/downgrade 2, 7, 12
Table 4 Type C compliment ＋
downgrade/reassignment of  credit
3, 10
Table 5 Type D compliment ＋ question and denying 
responsibility
4
Table 6 Type E compliment ＋ return to speaker 5
Table 7 Type F compliment ＋ embedded appreciation 6
Table 1
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A : I like your trainers.  They’re very ‘street-wise’!
B : Hmm.  They look a bit young for me.
A :                                    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Appendix 4
With reference to the description in Table 1, part A is the compliment 
move; and part B is the disagreement move, which is also known as an 
embedded downgrade of  a compliment. Scenarios 1, 8, 9 and 11 use this 
compliment speech event structure and they are classifi ed as TYPE A.
The 84 collected data have been classifi ed from TYPE A to TYPE F, 
and this classifi cation is referenced to as the bridge, which is the 3rd move.
The 3rd Move as Embedded Appreciation
When the speaker receives or accepts a compliment it has been suggested 
that it is necessary to either downgrade the compliment, or reassign praise 
to a third party, in order to maintain face and to avoid violating the norm of  
modesty (Tsui1994). As a result, the compliment is indirectly acknowledged 
and simultaneously downgraded; this is known as embedded appreciation.
The following are examples of  the 3rd move as embedded appreciation:
NS ＋ NS
(18) A : They’re lovely roses.  You’ve done a marvellous job.
B : They take a lot of  looking after.  Last year’s were terrible.
A : Oh these are be:autiful↑ I lo::ve the pink ones.
B : Achh it’s not a bad ((pause)) display ((laughter)). Appendix 5
NNS ＋ NS
(89) A : Your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji.
B : Oh yeah I study kanji but my spoken Japanese isn’t good.
A :  Oh never mind I know it’s really diffi cult for foreigners just take 
time. Appendix 6
NNS ＋ NS
(90) A : They’re lovely roses you’ve done a marvellous job.
B : Hmm they take a lot of  looking after; last year’s were terrible.
A :  Right so ((pause)) this year  ((pause)) you have－you have given lots 
of  love to them. Appendix 6
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In examples (18) and (89), the underlined speech acts are examples 
of  embedded appreciation.  The speaker accepts the compliment in the 
first part of  the exchange, but downgrades it in the latter.  Because the 
speaker downgrades the compliment the conversation continues with the 
positive evaluation that Tsui discusses (Tsui, 1994: 145). This is an attempt 
to reinstate the compliment to its’ original upgraded position. In data (18) 
speaker A upgrades the compliment with reference to a defi nite object i. e. 
the pink roses; as a consequence, speaker B acknowledges the compliment 
but downgrades it. Had speaker A rejected the compliment a second time, 
the speech act utterance would become face-threatening and speaker A 
would jeopardize the current level of  solidarity developed between the 
speakers.  The non-verbal fillers: laughter and a pause, emphasise the 
downgraded feature of  the exchange.
In data (89) and data (90), speaker A is a NNS. It is interesting to 
note that in this case the 3rd move discourse (from speaker A) is sensitive 
to speaker B’s critical self-deflection. This is in direct contrast with a NS 
who typically, makes a positive evaluation in the 3rd move, whereas NNS 
empathise with their partner. This empathising feature of  the speech act 
utterance may make it difficult for speakers to move the conversation on 
naturally. In other words, a natural change of  topic between NS and NNS 
may prove problematic.
The 3rd Move as Question plus Denying Responsibility
In the question and denying responsibility category, speaker B acknowledges 
the compliment with a question. Questioning borders on a face-threatening 
speech act utterance, that is to say, the speaker neither accepts nor rejects 
the compliment. Providing interaction fi nishes at this point, the interaction 
functions as a speech act, which elicits further confirmation of  the 
compliment, yet flouts the Maxim of  Modesty (Leech 1983 in Tsui 1994: 
145). At fi rst however, the speaker questions and then rejects responsibility 
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for the compliment (Hatch 1992), meanwhile the speaker reassigns 
responsibility to a third party without rejecting the compliment. See Data (28) 
line 2, and data (75) line 4:
(28) 1 A : You look very well; you’ve got a bit of  a tan
2 B : Do I?? Haven’t been out in the sun much
3 A :  Well I’m jealous of  you ‘cause I just can’t take a tan at all I 
thought you’d just come back from holiday
4 B : No no! I just been ((pause)) hanging around.
(75) 1 A : That’s really good coffee what kind is it?
2 B : hmm I got it from M&S it was err kind of  new York style I think
3 A : Really↑ really I’ll have to go buy some have they got lots?
4 B : They’ve got different varieties
5 A : Right cool pay a visit??? Appendix 5
Table 2 shows classification of  the 3rd move from the DCT exercise data 
sample. It is clear that after the disagreement 2nd move, the 3rd move in 
most cases is a positive evaluation (11 examples see Data 9, 44 and 68). If  
we include the disagreement ＋ positive evaluation, wherein a downgraded 
compliment in the 3rd move becomes a positive comment, there are a total 
of  19 examples:
TYPE A－ Compliment＋ Disagreement
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Question response 3
Positive evaluation 11
Self-criticism 2
Disagreement 2
Disagreement ＋ positive evaluation 8
Disagreement ＋ self-criticism 2
Table 2
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( 9 ) A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished.  It looks 
very good
B : Not really, just a couple of  late nights.
A : Well that’s been a lot of  effort.
(44) A : That dress looks very nice.  It fi ts you very nicely
B :  I’m not sure about this style
A : No I think it looks good. Appendix 5
In data (9), the underlined speech act is the speaker’s attempt to 
reconfirm existence of  the compliment and to prevent speaker B from 
ignoring the attempt to establish rapport (Hatch 1992: 138). The speaker in 
data (44), rejects speaker B’s disregard of  the compliment and the speaker 
reinforces the compliment with a positive evaluation.
In data (68), the underlined 3rd move is a question. However, the 
question contrasts with the majority of  collected data, and it is unusual 
because since this context is a service encounter, we would expect the 
speaker, i. e. the clerk to agree with the customer. That is to say, the clerk 
(speaker A) offers the customer (speaker B) another suit to try on:
(68) A : That suit looks very nice, it suits you
B :  I’m not sure about the style it doesn’t really sit off  my shoulders 
very well
A : Oh you don’t think so I have another one you could try.
Appendix 5
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In Table 3, the feature positive evaluation ＋ self-criticism, functions 
as a pre-closing or closure of  the current topic in the 3rd move of  the 
compliment speech event. In data (50), the 3rd move is the speaker’s self-
criticism, functioning as a possible closure to the conversation. At this stage 
speakers can change the topic of  conversation; or if  speaker B rejects the 
self-criticism in the response move, speaker A’s self-criticism speech act 
utterance can continue the compliment-cycle speech event with further 
positive evaluation:
(50) A :   That was delicious I heard you even made the chocolate mousse 
yourself.
B :   Ahh it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was 
in the oven.
A :  Well I wish I could cook like that. Appendix 5
The question response is a natural way to continue the conversation. 
However, there are only 2 examples of  this type. The 3rd move as a question 
appears intrusive, or in the case when the speakers are strangers, for example 
in a service encounter, it is a polite way to continue the conversation. The 
speakers in data (7), and data (19), are strangers; speaker A is a hair stylist 
and speaker B is a client:
 TYPE B－ Compliment＋ Acceptance & 
Downgrade
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Question response 2
Positive evaluation 13
Self-criticism 1
Disagreement 1
Disagreement ＋ Positive evaluation 1
Positive evaluation ＋ self-criticism 3
Table 3
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(19) A :  Your hair is very strong, it’s thick too.
B :  I don’t use any special shampoo.
A :  No! Really↑ What shampoo do you use then?
B :  I don’t know really.
A : ((laughter)) Appendix 5
Under social obligation the speaker tries to smooth social interaction and 
establish a transactional rapport; the speaker achieves this by complimenting 
and questioning the client in data example (19). Although data (19) is 
elicited data from the DCT exercise, however if  we contrast the data with 
NOD in the same social situation, we can see that the 3rd move is a positive 
evaluation:
(122) A :  Your hair looks lovely.
B :  Thank-you.
A :  Yes it really looks nice.
Appendix 8
In Table 4, the 3rd move feature is the response to the speaker who 
downgrades the compliment and reassigns credit to a 3rd party. In other 
words, the response move discredits ownership of  the compliment, as is 
seen in Scenario 10:
TYPE C－ Compliment＋ Downgrade & 
Reassignment of  Credit
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Question response 4
Positive evaluation 8
Disagreement ＋ positive evaluation 1
Comprehension 1
Table 4
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A :  I didn’t know you could speak Japanese.  That’s very impressive.
B :   My boyfriend/girlfriend/partner moved to Japan, so I suppose I picked it up 
living there.
A :                                       xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. Appendix 4
If  the compliment is downgraded or the speaker conveys modesty, 
speaker A typically gives a positive evaluation in the 3rd move. The positive 
evaluation is a means to recycle and confi rm validity of  the compliment; in 
order to avoid fl outing the Gricean Maxim of  Quality: Do not say what you 
believe to be false (Grice 1975 in Coulthard 1985: 31).
(22) A :  I didn’t know you could speak Japanese.  That’s very impressive.
B :   My girlfriend moved to Japan, so I suppose I picked it up living 
there.
A :  Oh wow! What an opportunity I’d love to live in Japan.
B :  Aye it’s a great place. Appendix 5
In data (22), speaker B continues the conversation following the Maxim 
of  Quality; yet it is interesting to note that the speaker continues the act of  
credit reassignment, in this case to “Japan”, which is the direct object of  the 
compliment as opposed to speaker B’s language skills.
TYPE C has a further 3rd move description, comprehension. In this 
case, the speaker does not recycle the compliment, but acknowledges the 
explanatory source of  the compliment in the response move. This speech 
act opens up the conversation to the possibility of  a further, more detailed 
explanation; meanwhile the speech act diminishes the original purpose of  
the positive evaluation in the compliment speech event:
(10) A :  I didn’t know you could speak Japanese.  That’s very impressive.
B :   My boyfriend moved to Japan, so I suppose I picked it up living 
there.
A :  Oh is that how ((pause)) you got it.
Appendix 5
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When we analyse data (76), line 1 using the discourse features from TYPE 
D, there is only one example whereby the speaker uses a question in the 
1st move exchange: “Ohh you’re looking pretty good, you got a tan?” In doing so, 
the speaker downgrades the impact of  the compliment since the question 
feature cancels out the full impact of  the compliment in the sub-part of  the 
1st exchange. In line 2, the speaker denies responsibility for the compliment. 
The main feature of  the 3rd move, compliment ＋ denial of  responsibility is 
disagreement with the speaker’s denial; i. e. rejection of  the compliment; and 
the speaker’s insistence that the compliment is accepted. We can observe 
this in line 3 as speaker A states an alternative reason for the compliment in 
the 1st exchange at line 1.
(76) 1 A : Ohh you’re looking pretty good, you got a tan?
2 B : naa I don’t think so haven’t been out in the sun
3 A :  really!!?↑oh you’re looking pretty healthy you been must’ve been 
exercising or something.  Appendix 5
In the 1st exchange the compliment: “Ohh you’re looking pretty good, you got 
a tan?” is rejected: “Naa I don’t think so haven’t been out in the sun”; and in the 
3rd move, speaker A reconfi rms the compliment with an alternative reason
“[…] you must’ve been exercising or something”. We can conclude that the speaker 
TYPE D－ Compliment＋ Question & Denial 
of  Responsibility
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Positive evaluation 1
Self-criticism ＋ positive evaluation 1
Disagreement 2
Disagreement ＋ positive evaluation 2
Question ＋ positive evaluation 1
Table 5
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is reconfi rming his status as compliment giver in the conversation.
In this case, the compliment is returned to the speaker in the 3rd move. A 
feature of  the 3rd move, classifi ed as TYPE E, the speaker is careful not to 
fl out the Maxim of  Modesty. In other words, speaker A denies the returned 
compliment by means of  defl ection, meanwhile reinstating the compliment 
from the 1st exchange with a positive evaluation, as seen in line 3, data (17), 
(disagreement in Table 6):
(17) 1 A :  Your Japanese is really good.  You know a lot of  kanji grammar
2 B :  But I can’t speak Japanese like you can.
3 A :  Achh doo my kanji is just terrible I wish it was like yours.
Appendix 5
TYPE E - Compliment＋ Return to Speaker
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Positive evaluation 2
Self-criticism ＋ positive evaluation 1
Disagreement 2
Disagreement ＋ self-criticism 1
Self-criticism 1
Table 6
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Table 7 shows when a compliment is accepted in the form of  embedded 
appreciation, the compliment can occasionally, be respected. On the one 
hand, if  the compliment is accepted as positive evaluation (2 data samples), 
on the other it is downgraded, i. e. self-criticism ＋ positive evaluation (2 
data samples). The 3rd move in data (66) recycles the compliment using a 
positive evaluation. As mentioned, speaker A contrasts his lack of  skills with 
his partners’ at line 3. Hence, 3rd move TYPE F, self-criticism ＋ positive 
evaluation can also be classifi ed as positive evaluation:
(66) 1 A :  Ohh they’re lovely roses, you’ve done a marvellous job.
2 B :  They take quite a bit of  looking after this years bloody terrible
3 A :  Aahhh my garden’s just a state I wish I had green fi ngers.
Appendix 5
TYPE F - Compliment＋ Embedded 
Appreciation
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Positive evaluation 2
Self-criticism ＋ positive evaluation 2
Self-criticism 2
Response with a question 1
Table 7
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The elicited data from the DCT exercise highlights that in most cases the 
main feature of  the 3rd move is a positive evaluation. Unquestionably, 
the speaker recognizes the importance of  saving face during conversation 
through the act of  compliment reinforcement using a positive evaluation. 
This feature is particularly noticeable in the case whereby speakers downplay 
the compliment or attempt to reject it in the response move. As discussed 
earlier, Tsui suggests that the act of  agreement reinforces a positive 
evaluation of  each speaker (Tsui: 1994: 187).
As a result, when a speaker downplays a compliment in the response 
move it is necessary for the speaker to reinstate the compliment with a 
positive evaluation in the 3rd move.
Cross-Cultural Discourse Completion Task
Data Analysis
In general, the NNS used a different compliment for the bridge; they 
Summary of  the Features of  the 3rd Move
3RD MOVE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY
Question response 10
Positive evaluation 37
Self-criticism 6
Disagreement 7
Disagreement ＋ positive evaluation 12
Disagreement ＋ self-criticism 3
Positive evaluation ＋ self-criticism 7
Comprehension 1
Question ＋ positive evaluation 1
TOTAL 84
Table 8
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expressed sympathetic listening with their partner. The NNS and NS 
conversation was more interactive than it was between two NS as observed 
in the DCT exercise. In dialogue, NNS were more direct when they 
disagreed with a downplayed compliment. The NNS expressed assertive 
opinions and stronger feelings than the NS. The NNS participants were 
female however, and we need to account for possible miscommunication. 
The NNS preferred to prolong dialogue using the question feature as a 
bridge; and there was also a high frequency of  back channelling. These 
highlighted features are characteristic of  female speech. It would therefore 
be interesting to analyse male, NNS compliment speech behaviour, in order 
to analyse whether the use of  questions as a bridge and back-channelling are 
a feature of  male NNS compliment speech behaviour.
Lakoff  and Fishman both propose that women ask more questions in 
conversation:
‘Out of  a total of  370 questions asked in twelve and a half  hours of  con-
versation, the women asked 263’(Fishman 1990: 36 in Macaulay 2001: 294).
It is also interesting to note that Fishman suggests women frequently use 
questions in order to introduce new topics, and they are more successful at 
introducing new topics via questioning than men are (Fishman in Macaulay 
2001):
‘Since questions require answers, Fishman hypothesized that females’ 
“greater use of  questions is an attempt to solve the conversational problem 
of  gaining a response to their utterances’ (Fishman 1990: 273 in Macaulay 
2001: 294).
In spite of  this, within the framework of  the compliment speech event 
it is assumed that the speaker is not concerned with gaining a response to 
their utterance; since the speaker opened the exchange with a compliment, and 
as we noted earlier, a compliment requires at least one response move with 
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an embedded acknowledgement (agree/deny/redirect focus) move (Hatch 
1992: 138).
(106) 1 A :   I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s very impressive.
2 B :  Well my girlfriend moved to Japan.
3 A :  Uuhuu.
4 B :  So I s’ppose I picked it up when I moved there with her.
5 A :  Uuuhuu and are enjoying learning Japanese?
6 B :  Ahh yeah it’s excellent.
7 A :  Good. Appendix 6
In data (106), speaker A is a Japanese NNS, speaker B is a NS. At line 3 
the NNS demonstrates that the dialogue is a conversation by giving short, 
interactive responses (Lomax, 2001).  In lines 3 and 5 “uuhuu” is an example 
of  back channelling, we can also see an example of  a question move at line 
5. The speaker closes the compliment speech event at line 7 with a final, 
reaffi rming positive evaluation. At this point, speaker A could change the 
topic. See Appendix 6 for a full cross-cultural data transcription.
Conversational Data
In this section we will briefly consider the unscripted, but prompted 
conversational data (Appendix 7), and the small data sample collected 
from casual observation (Appendix 8). Participants were given a choice 
between two context-only situations in the unscripted recordings; they could 
compliment an outfi t or a friend’s garden.
Context-Only Data
The context-only data has some interesting features. It is inevitable that 
participants will experience some initial discomfort during the opening 
stage of  a context-only naturally occurring conversation. Nevertheless, 
participants proceeded from the first compliment exchange to some 
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extensive dialogue. In general, the compliment speech event behaviour 
consists of  positive evaluations, double compliments, and downplayed 
speech acts of  the original compliment in the 3rd move. Data (127) is a good 
example of  credit reassignment and double compliments in the compliment 
speech event:
(127) 1 G :  I like your ((pause)) your jacket
2 R :  do you?  Oh thanks it’s new I only bought it yesterday.
……………….
6 R :  yeah yeah umm it was in the sale actually it was a real bargain
7 G :  ohh it’s pretty good how much it’d cost ya?
8 R :  just forty quid reduced from eighty
……………….
9 G :  ummm might go down there myself
10 R :  do there’s lots of  bargains. Appendix 7
……………………
In line 2 the speaker immediately rejects personal responsibility for 
the compliment using “do you?” The compliment is quickly, indirectly 
acknowledged and accepted within the question speech act utterance. 
The speaker continues the response move with deflection of  personal 
responsibility for the compliment. Because the jacket is new and was only 
bought yesterday it is acceptable that the jacket can be nice, and thus, the 
recipient of  a compliment. In other words, the speaker defl ects ownership 
of  the compliment to a 3rd party, in this case a jacket; and the jacket can be 
deserving of  a compliment, whereas the speaker can’t. In line 6, the speaker 
explains that the jacket was purchased in a sale and the compliment is 
further downplayed by the statement “it was a real bargain”, which is a natural, 
prolongation of  discourse.
By the end of  the conversation it is interesting to note that the topic 
focus has entirely shifted from the initial complimenting speech act, to that 
of  the terrifi c bargain sale taking place at the department store, lines 9 and 
10.
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Data (131) is also extremely interesting since there is a lot of  uncertainty 
surrounding the 3rd move. The speaker downplays and questions the validity 
of  the compliment in several exchanges before it is fi nally accepted at line 
20.  The fi rst compliment is given at line 9:
(131) 8 H :  umm well I got this new dress ((pause)) ummm and
9 C :  if  it’s anything like the one that I saw you wearing in the last 
party it’s very sexy it’s very good
10 H : was it?  Did you think so? Appendix 7
The fi rst compliment at line 9 is not fi nally accepted until line 20; the 
dialogue between line 9 and line 20 consists of  the speaker giving positive 
evaluation; and reinforcing the compliment, meanwhile, speaker B expresses 
uncertainty and doubt, and moreover, speaker B is extremely reluctant to 
accept the compliment.
Casual Observation
The data from casual observation is a brilliant sample of  data which 
supports the hypothesis that compliment speech event behaviour requires 3 
moves: a compliment, a response move and a 3rd move. In spite of  a small 
data sample (6 examples), the data has been collected from a wide range 
of  contexts: two service encounters: a clothes shop and a coffee shop; an 
exchange between friends; an exchange between intimate family members; 
an exchange between strangers, and an exchange between colleagues. In 
spite of  this small sample, the range of  social roles is great, albeit small, but 
a varied compliment exchange corpus. The formal service encounters are a 
good example of  polite and formal dialogue between client and customer. In 
contrast, the casual dialogue between friends and between family members 
is typical of  informal encounters.
Data (126) is an interesting encounter, and incidentally I participated in 
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the compliment exchange event. A cashier complimented me by chance, on 
a particular clothes item I was wearing. I responded with a question, on the 
surface the question speech act is out of  place in the compliment speech 
event routine. However, I replied with a question because I was wearing 
the item, which had earlier been purchased from the shop. At line 3, the 
cashier replies to the question: “Do you recognise it?” at fi rst with embedded 
comprehension, using laughter as a fi ller and the direct answer: “I do”. In 
typical compliment exchange routine behaviour it would be speaker A’s turn 
to compliment the referenced item, since the item was purchased from the 
same shop. Line 4 therefore, is an embedded acceptance of  the original 
compliment, and it also functions to re-channel the compliment back to the 
shop, in other words the source of  the item.
(126) 1 A :  That’s a NICE hat you’ve got!
2 B :  Do you recognise it?
3 A :  heh-heh-heh.  I do.
4 B :  Everyone says that.  Appendix 8
Practical Considerations for ELT
As mentioned in the aims of  this paper, it is possible to use the example 
scenarios in the scripted dialogues from the DCT exercise, for compliment 
speach exchange routine practise in ELT. Similar dialogues could be used in 
order to expose learners to the compliment speech event structure. Further 
extension activities could be implemented whereby learners can improvise 
compliment exchange routines using their own situation scenarios.
The research of  Wolfson and Manes (Coulmas, 1981: 115) hypothesise 
that compliments have a specific syntactic structure. This compliment 
formula has a relatively simple structure, which therefore, can easily be 
incorporated into an ELT curriculum.
Nonetheless, semantic and discourse instruction, whereby great pattern 
diversities exist require further in depth research in order to elicit evidence 
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that the compliment speech event; structure is similar to that of  the greeting 
and thanking speech event, before extensive ELT implementation can be 
effective at the grass-roots level.
Concluding Remarks
The research part of  this project was extremely time-consuming and the 
resulting data is a small sample. In spite of  this, the research addresses 
some interesting and important features of  the compliment speech 
event structure, and highlights areas for further research opportunities. 
The original research question, which proposes that compliment speech 
behaviour is typically not restricted to 2―moves but extends to a 3rd move, 
and possibly longer, has been analysed. The employment of  a DCT 
exercise was a productive means of  data elicitation for the 3rd move. Having 
collected the data it was then possible to analyse particular features of  the 
compliment exchange routine, such as the speaker’s disagreement following 
downplay of  the compliment. Most data highlighted that once a compliment 
is downplayed in the 3rd move, it is the speaker’s responsibility to either 
give further positive evaluation, which generally leads to pre-closure of  the 
topic; or the speaker first expresses disagreement, followed by a positive 
evaluation. This compliment speech event structure closely observes the 
Maxim of  Modesty (Leech 1983 in Tsui 1994: 145).
In order to further validate the DCT exercise data, the triangulation 
process involved collecting data from casual observations, and recording 
prompted, natural conversations using compliments as the main topic. 
These methods were relatively successful because they highlighted that a 
compliment in conversation leads to several response moves. As a result, the 
3rd move is an important feature of  the compliment speech event structure.
The cross-cultural data is an interesting area whereby research can fi ll a 
gap in an otherwise, extensive area of  compliment speech event routine in 
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discourse. In particular, further research surrounding male NNS compliment 
speech event behaviour, and the hypothesis that male NNS employ 
questions as a bridge as frequently as female NNS. In addition, it would be 
interesting to analyse whether male compliment exchange routine behaviour 
exercises a supportive role as frequently as female NNS; as observed from 
this research project’s data sample.
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Appendix 1
Scenario 1: Meeting in September
You’ve just met up in September and you’re talking about how healthy you look. A must 
give a reply to B.
A : You look really well.
B : Do I? I didn’t think so.
A :
Scenario 2: Hair conversation
Talking at work.
A : Your hair looks nice. Have you had a haircut?
B : Yes, but it was just a trim.
A :
Scenario 3: Talking about your Japanese skills
A : Your Japanese is really good. You know a lot of  kanji.
B : Well, but I can’t speak like you can.
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A :
Scenario 4: Sport
Talking about a recent marathon.
A :  I heard you ran a half  marathon at the weekend!? I couldn’t run to the 
shops and back.  You’re very healthy.
B : Naa.  It was nothing.
A :
Scenario 5: Having a coffee at a friend’s place
A : You make good coffee. Nice cake too.
B :  oh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee. ‘New York’ style.
A :
Scenario 6: Chatting with an acquaintance
A : You speak Japanese? Very impressive.
B :  My boyfriend/girlfriend/partner moved to Japan, so I suppose I picked it up 
living there.
A :
Scenario 7: Chatting after some friends have cooked you dinner
A : That was delicious, hmm chocolate fudge truffl es.
B :  Oh it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven.
A :
Scenario 8: In a changing room of  a clothes shop with a friend
A : Looks great! That dress really suits you.
B : Do you really think so? I don’t think the colour’s me.
A :
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Scenario 9: Leaving a work, on the street with a colleague
A : I like your hat. It’s really fashionable!
B : It looks silly.
A :
Scenario 10: Arriving at work
A : You’re looking smart today.
B : Oh it’s just an old skirt I haven’t worn for a while.
A :
Scenario 11and Scenario 12: In the hair salon, stylist with client
A : You’ve got beautiful strong hair.
B :  But it’s so thick.
A :
A : Your hair’s in really good condition.
B : I don’t use any special conditioner.
A :
Appendix 2
A. 1  CARD
Compliment B’s contribution
in a recent project at work.
Have a short conversation with B
B. 1  CARD
You have been working on a project
 at work.
Have a short conversation with A
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A. 2  CARD
Compliment B’s physical appearance.
B. 2  CARD
You’ve just been on a health & fi tness regime,
and lost some weight.
A. 3  CARD
Compliment B’s choice of  clothes today.
B. 3  CARD
You are wearing a new outfi t.
A. 4  CARD
Compliment B’s looks for his/her age.
B. 4  CARD
You are 40 but look about 32.
You look young for your age.
A. 5  CARD
You are at your friend’s house in the garden.
Compliment B’s garden.
B. 5  CARD
You are in your garden with a friend.
A. 6  CARD
You are on holiday at a luxury resort.
B is the front desk receptionist.
Compliment B’s dress.
B. 6  CARD
You work as receptionist at a luxury resort.
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A. 7  CARD
You’ve just bumped into a friend in the city.
Compliment B’s health.
B. 7  CARD
You are shopping in the city and bump into
 a friend.
A. 8  CARD
You are with someone from your
Japanese/English class.
Compliment their Japanese/English.
B. 8  CARD
You are chatting with someone from
Your Japanese/English class.
Appendix 3
Participant instructions:
1. The warm-up conversations are not recorded.
2. During the conversations try to relax!  This is not a test!
3. Please give your most immediate natural response.
4. Don’t worry if  you make a mistake, we can re-record a scenario.
5.  B’s sentence is a prompt; don’t worry if  you say something a little 
different.
6. You can continue the conversation if  it feels natural.
7. But please stop talking after a few extra sentences!
8.  The italicised words are for you to choose the appropriate word related 
to your gender, nationality etc.
9. If  I need you to stop talking I will give you a thumb’s up signal.
10. If  anything is unclear please ask me.
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Enjoy yourselves!
Thank you very much for your participation in this study, help yourself  to 
tea and coffee!
Susan Harris.
Appendix 4
Discourse Completion Task－  1: Sample Test Warm-Up
2: DCT Scenarios
The Cards given to participants.
1. Sample Test Warm-Up
Sample 1  : A and B are friends.  A is chatting with B. Have a brief  conversation.
A :  You look well.  Have you lost some weight?
B :   I’m really busy at work, so it’s probably all the running around I’m doing 
at the moment.
A :                         xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Sample 2 :  A and B are co-workers.  B has been showing A some photos B took on 
holiday.  Have a brief  conversation.
A :  Your photos are very good.  You take good pictures.
B :  I just point the camera and hope for the best.
A :                          xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
2. DCT Scenarios
Scenario 1:  A and B are friends. You have just met on the street. Have a brief  
conversation.
A :  I like your trainers.  They’re very ‘street-wise’!
B : hmm.  They look a bit young for me.
A :                         xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
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Scenario 2:  A and B are friends. B has just cooked A dinner.  Have a brief  
conversation.
A :   That was delicious.  I heard you even made the chocolate mousse 
yourself !
B :   oh it was nothing; I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven.
A :                          xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 3:  A and B are friends.  A is having coffee at B’s house.  Have a brief  
conversation.
A :  You make very good coffee.  It’s not instant is it?
B :  oh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee.  Some ‘New York’ style I think.
A :                        xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 4:  A and B are friends.  A has just met up with B after the summer holidays. 
It is September.  Have a brief  conversation.
A :  You look very well.  You’ve got a bit of  a tan.
B :  Do I?  I haven’t been out in the sun much.
A :                        xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 5:  A and B are friends.  A is talking to B about his/her Japanese/English 
skills.  Have a brief  conversation.
A :   Your Japanese/English is really good.  You know a lot of  kanji/English 
grammar.
B :  But I can’t speak Japanese/English like you can.
A :                         xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 6:  A and B are strangers.  B is in his garden, A is walking past B’s garden.
Have a brief  conversation.
A :  They’re lovely roses.  You’ve done a marvellous job.
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B :  They take a lot of  looking after.  Last year’s were terrible.
A :                           xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 7:  A and B are strangers.  A is a hair stylist, B is the client, A is cutting B’s 
hair.  Have a brief  conversation.
A :  Your hair is very strong, it’s thick too.
B :  I don’t use any special shampoo.
A :                            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 8:  A and B are strangers.  A is the sales assistant.  B is the customer. Have a 
brief  conversation.
A :  The dress/suit looks very nice.  It fi ts you very nicely.
B :  I’m not sure about this style.
A :                             xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 9:  A and B are co-workers.  A and B are discussing a recent project at work. 
Have a brief  conversation.
A :   You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished.  It looks very 
good.
B :  Not really, just a couple of  late nights.
A:                             xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 10:  A and B are co-workers.  B attends a Japanese/English night class.  A 
and B are chatting about B’s language skills. Have a brief  conversation.
A :  I didn’t know you could speak Japanese/English.  That’s very impressive.
B :   My boyfriend/girlfriend/partner moved to Japan/U. K, so I suppose I picked 
it up living there.
A :                            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 11:  A and B are co-workers.  B has just run a marathon. Have a brief  
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conversation.
A :   I heard you ran a marathon last weekend!?  That’s terrifi c.  You’re very 
healthy.
B : naa.  It was nothing.
A :                            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Scenario 12:  A and B are co-workers.  A and B are having a coffee break.  A comments 
on B’s new hairstyle. Have a brief  conversation.
A :  Your hair looks nice/different/short.  Have you had a haircut?
B :  Yes, but it was just a trim.
A :                            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.
Appendix 5
Discourse Completion Task (DCT) data.
Bold typescript is the elicited data. Transcript symbols are from Talk and 
Social Organisation, 1987, Button, G. and Lee, J. R. E. Clevedon, Philadelphia: 
Multilingual Matters Ltd.
(1)
A : I like your trainers they’re very streetwise.
B : hmn they’re a bit young for me.
A : Unhuh I don’t think so.
(2)
A :  That was delicious.  I heard you even made the chocolate mousse 
yourself !
B :   oh it was nothing; I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven.
A : Didn’t taste like that.
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(3)
A : You make very good coffee.  It’s not instant is it?
B : oh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee.  Some ‘New York’ style I think.
A: Oh really?
(4)
A : You look very well.  You’ve got a bit of  a tan.
B : Do I?  I haven’t been out in the sun much.
A : Acchh you must have been.
(5)
TAKE 1
A : Your Japanese/English is really good. ((laughter)) MISTAKE
TAKE 2
A : pause, laughter
TAKE 3
A : Your Japanese is really good.  You know a lot of  kanji.
B :  But I can’t speak Japanese like you can.
A : Ahh ((pause)) but Kanji learning is more diffi cult.
(6)
A : They’re lovely roses.  You’ve done a marvellous job.
B : They take a lot of  looking after.  Last year’s were terrible.
A : Oh you’ve certainly done ((pause)) a good job there.
(7)
A : Well it’s certainly ((pause)) errr.. ((laughter))
TAKE 2
A : ((pause)) errr certainly ((laughter)) I don’t know
TAKE 3
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A : Your hair is very strong, it’s thick too.
B : I don’t use any special shampoo.
A : Do you get it cut often?
(8)
A : oohh I think it su((pause)) looks very good.
TAKE 2
A : The dress/suit looks very nice.  It fi ts you very nicely.
B : I’m not sure about this style.
A : Achh It looks really good.
(9)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished.  It looks very 
good.
B : Not really, just a couple of  late nights.
A : Well that’s been a lot of  effort.
(10)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese.  That’s very impressive.
B : My boyfriend moved to Japan, so I suppose I picked it up living there.
A : oh is that how ((pause)) how you got it.
(11)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last weekend?  That’s terrifi c.  You’re very 
healthy.
B : naa.  It was nothing.
A: achh come of  it.
(12)
A : Your hair looks ((pause)) nice↑? ((laughter))
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TAKE 2
A : Your hair looks different.  Have you had a haircut?
B : Yeah? But it was just a trim?
A : Well it’s looking very nice.
(13)
A : I like your trainers.  They’re very ‘street-wise’!
B : hmm.  They look a bit young for me.
A: Nooo I think they look really great.
(14)
A :  That was delicious. I heard you even made the chocolate mousse 
yourself !
B :  oh it was nothing; I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven.
A : uh it was delicious, really nice you’ll have to give me the recipe.
(15)
A : You make very good coffee.  It’s not instant is it?
B : oh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee.  Some ‘New York’ style I think.
A : ummm it’s yummy.
(16)
A : You look very well.  You’ve got a bit of  a tan.
B : Do I?  I haven’t been out in the sun much.
A : really↑well you look like you’ve been sunbathing everyday.
(17)
A : Your Japanese is really good.  You know a lot of  kanji.
B : But I can’t speak Japanese like you can.
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A: achh doo my kanji is just terrible I wish it was like yours.
(18)
A : They’re lovely roses.  You’ve done a marvellous job.
B : They take a lot of  looking after.  Last year’s were terrible.
A : Oh these are be: autiful↑I lo::ve the pink ones
B : Achh it’s not a bad ((pause)) display ((laughter)).
(19)
A : Your hair is very strong, it’s thick too.
B : I don’t use any special shampoo.
A : No! Really↑What shampoo do you use then?
B : I don’t know really
A : ((laughter)).
(20)
A : Ohh no I think it looks great, suits you sir ((no I’m sorry laughter))
TAKE 2
A : The suit looks very nice.  It fi ts youvery nicely.
B : I’m not sure about this style.
A : Ohh no I think it looks great I l::ove that cut
B : Do you think so?
(21)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished.  It looks very 
good.
B: Not really, just a couple of  late nights.
A : What do you not?
TAKE 2
A : Oh I re::ally appreciate it though
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［
B: Oh thanks.
(22)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese.  That’s very impressive.
B : My girlfriend moved to Japan, so I suppose I picked it up living there.
A : oh wow! what an opportunity I’d love to live in Japan
B :  aye it’s a great place.
(23)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last weekend!?  That’s terrifi c.  You’re very 
healthy.
B : naa.  It was nothing.
A : Nothing! 26 miles! I couldn’t do it.
B : echh nay bother.
(24)
A : Your hair looks nice.  Have you had a haircut?
B : Yes, but it was just a trim.
A : Oh it looks great! really different.
(25)
A : I like your trainers.  They’re very ‘street-wise’!
B : hmm.  They look a bit young for me.
A :  ochh I dunno know I think that’s way most people are wearing 
them now
A : you sure?
A : ochh I think so aye.
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(26)
A :  That was delicious.  I heard you even made the chocolate mousse 
yourself !
B :  oh it was nothing; I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven.
A :  no it’s really good ((pause)) something I (inaudible) auch could 
never do myself
A : it’s not that diffi cult.
(27)
A : You make very good coffee it’s not instant is it?
B :  oh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee some New York style I think
A :  umm tastes really good I’m not a connoisseur myself  but err 
tastes good to me
B : uhh that’s great.
(28)
A : You look very well, you’ve got a bit of  a tan
B : Do I?? Haven’t been out in the sun much
A :  well I’m jealous of  you ’cause I just can’t take a tan at all I 
thought you’d just come back from holiday
B : no no! I just been ((pause)) hanging around.
(29)
A : Your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji grammar
((laughter))
TAKE 2
A : Your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji
B : I can’t speak Japanese like you can
A :  Well I dow know I think you’re being a wee bit too hard on 
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yourself
B: I don’t do enough work.
(30)
A : They’re lovely roses, you’ve done a marvellous job
B : They take a lot of  looking after, last years were terrible
A :  yeah it must take a lot of  patience which is something I don 
have myself.
(31)
A : Your hair is very strong it’s thick too
B : I don’t use any special shampoo
A :  Well I wish I knew your secret I could put it in a bottle and 
make a ((pause)) fortune.
(32)
A : The suit looks very nice, it fi ts you very nicely
B : I’m not sure about this style
A :  Well it’s quite modern so ((pause)) err((pause)) it’s really the 
way most people are wearing it nowadays
B : You think so?
A : I think so.
(33)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished it looks very 
good
B : Not really just a couple of  late nights.
A2 : Well I admire your dedication
B2 :  Well you gotta do it when((pause)) when((pause)) there’s 
umm((pause)) when you gotta do it ((laughter)).
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(34)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s very impressive
B : My girlfriend moved to Ja::pan so I s’ppose I picked it up living there
A :  I think you have to have a natural talent for that kind of  thing to 
do it so well
B :  I do↑n’t think so I think anyone can ((pause)) can can get 
results if  they work.
(35)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s terrific you’re really 
healthy
B : naa it was nothing
A :  Well I dun know I think it was something to run a marathon I’m 
not sure I have that ((pause)) sort of  fi tness myself
B : acchh it’s amazing what you can do.
(36)
A : Your hair looks different. Have you had a haircut?
B : Yes but it was just a trim.
A : It really suits you like that you should keep it put it ((pause)) 
like that all the time.
B :  aye it was a good ((pause)) good hairdresser I think I’ll go back 
to him.
(37)
A : I like your trainers they’re very streetwise
B : hmm  they look a bit young for me
A : I think they look really good
B : thanks.
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(38)
A : That was delicious I heard you even made the chocolate mousse yourself
B :  oh it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven
A : I’d really like to get the recipe for that.
(39)
A : You make very good coffee it’s not instant is it
B : oh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee some New York style I think
A : hmm it’s really good.
(40)
A : You look very well. You’ve got a bit of  a tan
B : Do I?  I haven’t been out in the sun much
A : Well you look really well.
(41)
A : Your English is really good
B : heh-heh
TAKE 2
A : Your Japanese is really good.  You know a lot of   kanji
B : But I can’t speak Japanese like you can
A : ohh I’m not that good.
(42)
A : They’re lovely roses.  You’ve done a marvellous job.
B : They take a lot of  looking after.  Last years were terrible.
A : hmm well I can never be bothered with gardening.
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(43)
A : Your hair is really strong.  It’s thick too.
B :  I don’t use any special shampoo.
A : oh it’s in very good condition.
(44)
A: That dress looks very nice. It fi ts you very nicely.
B: I’m not sure about this style
A: No I think it looks good.
(45)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished, it’s looks very 
good
B : Not really just a couple of  late nights
A: Looks like you’ve done a lot of  work.
(46)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s very impressive
B :  umm my boyfriend moved to Japan so I suppose I picked it up living 
there
A : oh you learned it really quickly.
(47)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s terrific you’re really 
healthy
B : Nah it was nothing
A : I couldn’t have done it.
(48)
A : You’re hair looks nice, have you had a haircut?
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B : Yeah but it was just a trim
A : oh it really suits you.
(49)
A :  I like your trainers they’re really streetwise
B : They look a bit young for me
A : Don’t be silly they really suit you.
(50)
A : That was delicious I heard you even made the chocolate mousse yourself
B :  ahh it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven
A : well I wish I could cook like that.
(51)
A : You make very good coffee it’s not instant is it
B : It’s just umm M&S fi lter coffee some New York style I think
A : Well whatever it is it’s tastes good.
(52)
A : You look very well you’ve got a bit of  a tan
B : Do I? I haven’t been out in the sun much
TAKE 2
((heh-heh I couldn’t think of  anything to say－that’s ok))
A: well you’re looking really brown.
(53)
A : Your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji
B : I can’t speak Japanese like you can
A : prrrf  no my Japanese isn’t that good really.
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(54)
A : They’re lovely roses you’ve done a marvellous job
B : They take a lot of  looking after last years were terrible
A : I wish I could umm((pause)) spare the time to ((pause))to.
((what do you do to roses?? Heh－heh)
TAKE 2
A : ((pause)) well they look really good.
(55)
A : Your hair’s really strong, it’s thick too
B : I don’t use any special shampoo
A : It’s in good condition.
(56)
A : That dress looks very nice it fi ts you very nicely
B : Hmm I’m not sure about this style
A : It suits you.
(57)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished it looks really 
good
B : Not really just a couple of  late nights
A : Well it’s worth the work.
(58)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese, that’s pretty impressive
B :  Well my partner moved to Japan last year so I guess I picked it up living 
there
A : You must be really good at languages.
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(59)
A : I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s terrifi c you’re very healthy
B : naa it was nothing
A : I couldn’t do it heh-heh.
(60)
A : Your hair looks different, have you had a haircut?
B : yeah but it was just a trim
A : It looks really good.
(61)
A :  Hi Chris
B :  Hi ya
A :  Oh I like your trainers they’re really streetwise
B :  Do you like them? Do you not think they’re a bit young for me?
A : nah not at all they suit you
B : cool cheers.
(62)
A :  Oh that was delicious I heard you even made that chocolate mousse 
yourself
B :  Oh it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven
A : Oh no I’m jealous you’re such a good cook
B : ((pause)) I know
A : I know! heh-heh.
(63)
A : You make very good coffee, it’s not instant is it?
B : Oh it’s just the err M&S fi lter coffee, some New York Style I think
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A : ohh I think I’ll try that next time
B : yeah you should do it’s on the second shelf  on the right
A : heh-heh-he on the second shelf ???
(64)
A : Ahh Chris you look really well, you’ve got a bit of  a tan huh
B: Do I? I haven’t been out in the sun much
A : No↑maybe you tan easily
B : yeah yeah I burn easily too.
(65)
A : Ahh your Japanese is really good you know such a lot of  kanji
B : hmm but I can’t speak Japanese like you can
A : naa I don’t think that’s true
B : umm no I do, you’ve been there far longer than I have.
(66)
A : Ohh they’re lovely roses, you’ve done a marvellous job
B : They take quite a bit of  looking after this years bloody terrible
A : aahhh my garden’s just a state I wish I had green fi ngers.
(67)
A : Your hair is very strong and thick
B : I don’t use any special shampoo
A : oh you don’t oh you just have naturally nice hair
B : thank you, I don’t believe you
A : heh-heh.
‘A’ participant comments ((that’s a hard one))
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(68)
A : That suit looks very nice, it suits you
B :  I’m not sure about the style it doesn’t really sit off  my shoulders 
very well
A : oh you don’t think so I have another one you could try
B : cool alright.
(69)
A :  Ahh you’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished I think, it 
looks really good
B :  Not really just a couple of  late nights I mean it’s just part of  the job 
really
A :  heh-heh ((I can’t respond)) ((I don’t know what to say, what 
would you say, ok let me imagine it a little bit－you’ve just 
done a project…. Can we go back to that one I’m a bit having 
diffi culty with that one))
(70)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s really impressive
B : My girlfriend moved to Japan so I s’ppose I picked it up living there
A : Ahh how was that when you lived there?
B : It was kinda interesting the language was diffi cult to pick up so
A: uhhh.
(71)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s fantastic you’re really 
healthy
B : well nahh gorrr I’ve done one or two it wasn’t really anything
A : What do you mean it wasn’t really anything it was a marathon
B : uhhh
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A : I’m impressed
B : well no not everybody can do it I know but
A : heh-heh.
(72)
A : Your hair looks really nice, have you had a haircut?
B : errr yeah but I did it myself
A : Oh yeah↑I like it it suits you
B : cheers.
(73)
A : I like your trainers they’re quite cool
B : Ahh thanks don’t you think they’re a bit young for me
A : naah there’s no such thing.
(74)
A : That was fantastic did you make that chocolate mousse yourself ?
B : ahhh well yeah but it was nothing eh I just like threw it together
A : It was really really good you’ll have to give me the recipe
B : I don’t think so I don’t give out recipes heh-heh.
(75)
A : That’s really good coffee what kind is it?
B : hmm I got it from M&S it was err kind of  New York style I think
A : Really↑really I’ll have to go buy some have they got lots?
B : They’ve got different varieties
A : right cool pay a visit.
(76)
A : Ohh you’re looking pretty good, you got a tan?
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B : naa I don’t think so haven’t been out in the sun
A :  really!?↑oh you’re looking pretty healthy you been must’ve 
been exercising or something.
(77)
A : Your Japanese is excellent do you know a lot of  kanji?
B : ahh well I studied kanji but I can’t really speak Japanese
A :  really really so long as you can you must be able to get by 
though.
(78)
A : Your, nice roses, you’ve done a good job here
B :  yeah thanks it takes a lot of  effort and time last year my garden was a 
mess
A : how come? Were you working a lot or something?
(79)
A : hmm your hair’s very strong it’s thick too
B : ohh thanks I don’t use any special shampoo
A :  ohh well should you know to keep up it’s kind of  gloss and 
shimmer, use this
B : heh-heh.
(80)
A : hmmm your dress looks quite nice fi ts you very nicely
B : ahh I’m not sure exactly about this style though
A : hmm what’s wrong with it?
B : ohh it’s a bit low cut
A :  a bit low cut, no problem I understand we’ve got some more 
over here.
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(81)
A :  Ahh this project looked like it took a lot of  work have you done lots of  
overtime?
B :  hmm I worked－I worked late a couple nights on it yeah
A : yeah do you get paid overtime?
B : hmm I should fi nd that out I don’t think so
A :  right you should commitment like that should be rewarded.
(82)
A : Didn’t know you could speak Japanese hmm it’s pretty impressive
B :  umm yeah I moved to Japan ‘cause my boyfriend got a job there and I 
went out there to live for a while
A : Really? Did you enjoy it?
B : ((big sigh))ye::ah↑↓ ((pause)).
(83)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last week that’s pretty amazing you must be 
pretty fi t
B :  ahh well I’m not really that fit but I quite enjoyed running it but you 
know it was nothing
A :  really↓↑really you’ll have to have to give me the details for the 
next one
B : ok alright
((speakers overlaps at alright and I’ll come training))
A : I’ll come training with you
B : yeah cool. 
(84)
A : You hairs looking a bit different you had a haircut?
B : err yeah I had a little trim nothing much
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A : ohh it’s really good takes a little of  weight of  the sides
B : hmm
A : Where do you get it done
B : umm Toni & Guy down in town
A : yeah cool might try.
Appendix 6
Discourse Completion Task (DCT)
Cross-cultural data NS with NNS
(85)
A : Hi Hazel I like your trainers they’re very streetwise
B : hmm they look a bit young for me
A : No I don’t think so it - it really suits you
B : Thanks.
(86)
A :  That was really delicious I heard you even made the chocolate mousse 
yourself
B :  Oh it was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in the 
oven
A : It was so tasty give me your recipe.
(87)
A : You make very good coffee it’s not instant is it?
B : Oh it’s just m&s fi lter coffee, err some new york style I think
A : ahh right. You made a good choice.
(88)
A : You look very well Hazel, you’ve got a bit of  tan
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B : Do I ? I haven’t been out in the sun much
A : Really? Anyway you look very healthy.
(89)
A : Your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji
B : Oh yeah I study kanji but my spoken Japanese isn’t good
A :  Oh never mind I know it’s really diffi cult for foreigners just take 
time.
(90)
A : They’re lovely roses you’ve done a marvellous job
B : Hmm they take a lot of  looking after, last years were terrible
A :  Right so ((pause)) this year ((pause)) you have ? you have given 
lots of  love to them.
(91)
A : Your hair is very strong it’s thick too
B : hmm I don’t use any special shampoo
A : Ohh lucky you.
(92)
A : That dress looks very nice it fi ts you very nicely
B : ohh I’m not sure about this style though
A : Uhh?? I think really good.
(93)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished it looks very 
good
B : hmm not really just a couple of  late nights
A: Oh I can’t believe you you must be very effi cient.
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(94)
A : Hi Hazel I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s very impressive
B :  Yeah my boyfriend errr moved to Japan umm so I guess I picked it up 
when I was living there
A :  Oh really I think that’s ((pause)) a really good way to learn a 
foreign language
B : yeah.
(95)
A : I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s terrifi c you’re very healthy
B : No it was nothing
A : Oh don’t be silly I wouldn’t do that ((pause)) I’m very lazy
B : heh-heh.
(96)
A : Your hair looks different have you had a haircut?
B : yeah but it was just a trim
A : oh right?((pause)) you look ((pause)) more lovely than before
B : heh-heh ? thank you that’s so adorable isn’t it heh ?heh.
(97)
A : I like your trainers they’re very streetwise
B : umm they look a bit young for me
A : I don’t think so
TAKE 2
A : I like your trainers they’re very streetwise
B : Thank you but I kinda think they look a bit young for me
A : No I don’t think so I think I guess you’re still young
B : ohh thank you.
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(98)
A :  That was delicious I heard you even made the chocolate mousse yourself
B :  accch it was nothing really I just threw it together when the chicken was 
in the oven
A : Could you tell me how to cook?
B : yeah sure no problem.
(99)
A : You make very good coffee it’s not instant is it?
B :  umm it’s just err M&S fi lter coffee umm New York style I think there’s 
lots more of  it
A : oh I oh I have to get ((pause)) buy huh I have to get one
B : yeah sure it’s quite cheap.
(100)
A : You look very well you’ve got a bit of  a tan
B : Really?
A : hmm
B : I haven’t been out in the sun very much
A : Are you sure?
B : hmm
A : You looks like healthy
B : ohh thank you
A : heh-heh.
(101)
A : Your Japanese is very good ((pause)) you know a lot of  kanji
B : errr some but I can’t speak Japanese like you can
A : Yes heh-heh of  course heh-heh
B : but I’m trying
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A : heh-heh ok heh-heh.
(102)
A : They are lovely roses you’ve done ? you’ve done a marvellous job
B : Thanks they take quite a bit of  looking after
A : hmmm
B: I mean last years was terrible
A : What happened last year?
B :  I guess well last year the weather was bad and I didn’t have 
much time
A : ahh ok.
(103)
A : Your hair is very strong it’s thick too
B : Really? I don’t use any special shampoo or anything
A : ahhh so((pause)) it’s good heh-heh
B : cool thanks.
(104)
A : That dress looks very nice, it fi ts you very
B : Yeah but I’m not sure about the style it doesn’t sit on my hips very well
A : No it looks ok
B : oh thank you.
(105)
A :  You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished it looks very 
good
B :  not really it was just a couple of  late nights
A :  oh no you’ve I think you ((pause)) - you took you spent a lot of  
time doing that
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B : yeah I guess but it’s just part of  the job I get paid
A : ok.
(106)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s very impressive
B : well my girlfriend moved to Japan
A : uuhuu
B : so I s’ppose I picked it up when I moved there with her
A : uuhuu and are enjoying learning Japanese?
B : ahh yeah it’s excellent
A : good.
(107)
A :  I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s terrific you are very 
healthy
B : naah it was nothing really anybody could do it
A : I couldn’t
B : achhh yes you could you’re fi t
A : heh-heh.
(108)
A : Your hair looks short, have you had a haircut?
B : errr yeah it was just a trim I did it myself
A : WOW you did yourself ?
B : yeah with the clippers
A : ohhh could you cut my hair? Heh-heh
B : do you want a hairstyle like this?
A : yes please
B : heh-heh.
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(109)
A : ahh I like your trainers they’re very streetwise
B : Do you think so? Do you not think they look a bit young for me?
A : ahh no I don’t think so they’re ok
B : uhh cheers.
(110)
A : That was delicious I heard you even made the chocolate mousse yourself
B :  nacch it was nothing just threw it together while the chicken was in the 
oven
A: heh-heh  then you must be really lucky.
(111)
A : You make very good coffee it’s not instant is it?
B : umm it’s just a M&S fi lter coffee some sort of  New York style I think
A : oh it’s still good I like it.
(112)
A : You look very well you’ve got a bit of  a tan
B : Do I? I haven’t been out in the sun much
A: oh really? that’s strange.
(113)
A : Your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji grammar?? 
((intonation goes up here))
B : yeah but I can’t speak Japanese like you can
A : Like me? ? heh-heh
B : hey you’re really good at foreign languages aren’t you?
A : oh yeah I am heh-heh.
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(114)
A : They’re lovely roses you’ve done a marvellous job
B : yeah they take a lot of  care. Last year’s weren’t so good.
A : oh this year I think they’re just great.
(115)
A : Your hair is very strong it’s thick too.
B :  Really? I don’t so anything special with it, it I don’t have any special 
shampoo or anything.
A : oh then what do you do, what do you mean?
B : heh-heh I guess maybe it’s ((pause)) genetic
A : oh right heh-heh ok.
(116)
A : Oh this suit looks very nice, it fi ts you very nicely
B : umm I’m not sure about the style
A : oh you should be I like it it’s really good
B : oh I’ll buy it
A : heh-heh he.
(117)
A :   You’ve done a lot of  overtime to get this project fi nished it looks very 
good
B : not really, done a couple of  late nights though
A : oh you’re very effi cient then
B : part of  the job really.
(118)
A : I didn’t know you could speak Japanese that’s very impressive
B :  umm my girlfriend moved over to Japan so I suppose? I suppose I picked 
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it up when I was living there
A: oh right ahh that was a good opportunity then.
(119)
A : I heard you ran a marathon last weekend that’s terrifi c you’re very healthy
B : ahh naa it was nothing anybody can do it
A : What do you mean anybody can do that heh-heh.
(120)
A : Your hair looks nice, have you had a haircut?
B : umm yeah it was just a trim though
A : ahh right I  I do like it actually.
Appendix 7
Naturally occurring conversation with context prompt
Unscripted dialogues Data－((PART B)) FOR TRIANGUALTION 
PROCESS
(127)
1  G : I like your((pause)) your jacket.
2  R : Do you? Oh thanks it’s new I only bought it yesterday.
3  G : Where’d you get it?
4  R : Oh um Marks & Spencer
5  G : Oh right the one down the road
6  R : yeah yeah umm it was in the sale actually it was a real bargain
7  G : ohh it’s pretty good how much it’d cost ya
8  R : just forty quid reduced from eighty
9  G : ummm might go down there myself
10 R : do there’s lots of  bargains
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G ＝ Male  R ＝ Female
(128)
R :  Hi Graeme your garden’s lookin’ really brilliant you must spend a lot of  
time in it
G :  NOO? I’m just out ((pause)) maybe a couple nights a week ((pause)) jus’ 
doing various bits and bobs
R :  Really? I think it takes a lot of  patience to((pause)) get it ((pause)) looking 
like that it’::s something I don’t have myself
G :  We::ll I’ve－I’ve got a good lawnmower and ((laughter)) ((sorry)) got a 
few bits
R :  aye well it looks quite professional do you ((pause)) go to a ((pause))- a 
horticultural club or err anything like that?[
G : no I’ve got a few books outta the library jus’ the local library and [
R : really??((laughter))
G : aye ((laughter)) it’s no’((not)) bad
R :  well I fi nd it’s no’ easy to learn things outta books nah it looks as though 
you’ve had some professional help
R ＝ Male  G ＝ Male
(129)
R :  Hi Graeme I usually see you in your business suit but err((pause)) your 
((pause)) looking((pause)) quite smart today
G :  yeah I got－I got this down the road it’s a was a sale and I thought auch 
well I might as well splash out
R :  un- ↑↓huh well I don’t have much sense of  style myself  but ((pause)) 
it looks really good
G :  Well I thought((pause)) I might as well errr get something to ((pause)) to 
change from a suit because I’m always wearing a suit you know[
R : umm huu aye looks quite stylish
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G :  ummm didn’t cost that much maybe((pause)) hmmm ((pause)) fifty 
pounds I think it was
R : Really↑[
G : hmmmm
R :  I’m afraid the likes of  myself  I jus’ go in an’ ((pause)) the fi rst thing I see 
that’s what I buy ((pause))[
G : heh-heh[
R : I’m afraid I have no ((pause)) sense of  style whatsoever
G : huuu
R :  I quite envy the people like yourself  that ((pause)) you know ((pause)) 
that can make themselves look really good
G :  Ochh I thought I’d make((pause))- I thought I’d better get something n::
ew you know sort of  impress the((pause)) ? impress the colleagues
R : hmm you goin’ anywhere’s special? in that or?
G :  aye well there’s err ((pause)) - there’s err concert coming off  ((pause)) 
next week
R :  aye ((pause)) well makes a change for ((pause)) suits or jeans n’ trainers 
or something I suppose
G : achh that’s true yeahh….
G ＝ Male  R ＝ Male
(130)
R :  Hi Graeme I jus’ thought I’d pop around heard your gardens lookin’s 
really lovely
G :  aye it’s－it’s been good weather recently and I’ve managed to ((pause)) - 
to cut the grass the other day and err ((pause)) and err the hedge ((pause)) 
and the hedge as well
R :  aye even the plants you’ve got quite good taste in that it must take a lot 
of  patience to get it lookin’ so good
G :  aye well I - I had a wee ((pause)) look at some books I got out the library 
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and err got some tips from them
R :  really? Aye Looks quite professional do you err go to a gardening club or 
a horticultural society or anything like that
G :  err no but I seen an advert in the paper I was thinkin’ maybe ((pause)) go 
to the college maybe once a week
R :  aye you should do that aye but ((pause)) I don’t think you really need to 
it’s lookin’ quite good the way it is
G :  ohh thanks very much yeah I’m just about to go down to the down to 
the road there’s a sale on down the road t’day there [
R : aye [
G : I thought I’d get some more plants
R :  even your selection of  plants looks really good do ((pause)) you ((pause)) 
choose them at random or? or do you have a set ((pause)) plan that you 
think well I ‘ll plant here this here that there
G :  well I like to keep them in errr sort of  rows of  errr different ((pause)) 
well in fact  same colours in a row of  this colour a row of  that colour 
you know
R : aye
G : gives it a bit of  a wee bit of  variety
R : aye looks a bit artistic looks really good
G ＝ Male  R ＝ Male
(131)
1  C : Ahh right there you gonna to that ((pause)) party tonight?
2  H : which one’s that?
3  C : it’s the company party
4  H : oh yeah sorry yeah yeah I am gonna go to that yeah
5  C : yeah
6  H : are you going?
7  C :  err yeah I’m gonna go I dunno what am gonna wear what you－what 
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you  thinking about
8  H : umm well I got this new dress ((pause)) ummm and
9  C :  if  it’s anything like the one that I saw you wearing in the last party it’s 
very sexy it’s very good
10 H : was it? Did you think so?
11 C : yeah a bit of  an eye catcher yeah
12 H :  yeah really↓ you see I was a little bit embarrassed about wearing that 
dress it was?
13 C : no you shouldn’t not at all no[
14 H : yeah
15 C : lots people were saying
16 H : oh yeah! really↑
17 C : yeah
18 H : oh I’m gonna go all red now
19 C : heh-heh
20 H : what it’s kind of  you
21 C : I’m not telling you who
22 H : it’s kinda you heh-heh oh god please don’t
23 C : heh-heeh
24 H :  no it’s kind of  like that umm but it’s you know it’s not it’s not it’s a 
little bit more formal I suppose because there’s going to be clients at 
this party
25 C : oh right ok
26 H : so it’s not quite so like strappy
27 C :  yeah it’s ((pause)) fairly good thinking actually better dress up a little 
myself
28 H : yeah are you gonna wear suit?
29 C : I might not go that far
30 H : uh huh
31 C : hmm but I’ll wear some dress trousers or something
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32 H : oh yeah ohh
33 C : I’ll probably look quite shabby next to you though
34 H : acch thanks you’re so sweet
H ＝ Female  C ＝ Male
(132)
M : oh I like your clothes today
C : Really?
M : yeah I do like them
C :  kinda kinda old really I just kind of  threw them together I like this 
t-shirt though what do you think of  this I got it in Japan?
M :  oh really?↑hmm what’s that is that Japanese no ‘skinny gwee’ what does 
that say?
C : Skinny guy piggy
M :  oh right heh-heh well I do like the idea you know of  umm wearing 
sporty clothes
C : oh yeah
M :  they’re really comfortable and I feel myself  when I wear ((pause)) err 
sporty clothes  and I think you you look really nice in them
C : yeah it helps me relax I guess
M : uh huh
C : I don’t like wearing suits and things
M : right
C :  are you going to the gym afterwards or something like that?
C : no I just sort heh-hehe of  spend my day like this heh-heh
M :  ok uhuh right do you usually wear this kind of  clothes when you go 
((pause)) you know University or work or anywhere?
C :  umm p’haps Uni but err I’m not allowed to wear this kind of  thing at 
work have to wear trousers and stuff  you know dress up a little bit
M : oh right
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C : look a bit smarter
M : oh right well I prefer you like that though heh-heh-he
C : dressed up smarter or like this?
M : no like this
C : like this
M : dress up dress like you know sporty clothes huhhuh
C : thank you
M : well
M ＝ Female NNS  C ＝ Male NS
(133)
C : well you’ve got an amazing garden it’s hu::ge!!
M : you like it?
C :  yeah it’s really no it’s really well done do you have a gardener or 
something?
M : ahh no not really I do that myself  I really enjoyed it actually
C : heh- heh humph it looks like it takes  a lot of  time
M :  yeah it does but err ((pause)) I like doing it it’s a good it’s like an outlet 
you know just doing things from the garden
C : yeah yeah have you ever thought of  making a swimming pool?
M : in the garden??
C : hmm
M :  oh not really heh-heh it’s quite expensive heh-heh I think uhh what 
about is it expensive in UK in the UK?
C :  well prob I dunno know heh-he not very many people have a swimming 
pool in the UK
M : well you don’t have the weather to have a swimming pool[
C : uh no
M : either heh-heh alright
C : no you’ve done a really good job ((pause))
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M : uh huh yeah thank you
M ＝ Female NNS  C ＝ Male NS
Appendix 8
Naturally Occurring Data (NOD)
(121)  A is a mature woman and B is a young girl, A comments to B as they 
are opening their lockers after swimming at an indoor swimming 
pool.
 A :  Aren’t you slim…. ((pause))
 B :  heh-heh-heh.
 [
 A :   not at my age now ((pause)) but I don’t think I was ever THAT 
slim.
 B :  It’s all th::at↑↓ swimming.
(122)  A is a mature woman and B is the young waitress, A comments to B as she is 
serving tea to her and somebody else in a small seaside tea room.
 A :  Your hair looks lovely.
 B :  Oh thank-you.
 A :  Yes it really looks nice.
(123)  B is an American girl doing some work experience at the Edinburgh Lyceum 
Theatre, A is an employee of  The Lyceum; A comments to B as they’re passing.
 A :  Oh I REALLY like your shoes.
 B :  Oh thank-you.
 A :  They’re really cute.
 B :  They only cost me $6.00.
(124)  A is mother to B daughter, B has returned paid a visit home for the weekend 
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after a couple of  months  A comments to B when she meets her mother at home.
 A : Oh mum, ni::ce skirt.
 B : oh really?↑
 A :  oh yeah it’s really trendy.
 B :  oh it’s just M&S.
(125)  A and B are female friends chatting over coffee during an evening language class. 
The object of  discussion is a purse.
 A :  That’s nice.
 B :  oh no but it’s a little bit bashed.
 A :  It’s cute though.
 B :  Yes it is. heh-heh-heh.
(126)  A is a cashier in a ladies clothes shop, B is purchasing something A is ringing 
through the sale as she makes this comment to B.
 A :  That’s a NICE hat you’ve got!
 B :  Do you recognise it?
 A : heh-heh-heh. I do.
 B :  Everyone says that.
Appendix 9
PILOT DATA-PART 1
Scenario 1－meeting in September
H : umm Ruth you look really well
R : Do I?
H : yeah
R : oh I didn’t think so
H : yeah you’ve got real nice colour in your cheeks ((pause)) you been away?
R : yeah
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H : yeah do you wh -  do you go on holiday?
R : yeah I did I went to Greece for 2 weeks it was lovely
H : ahh yeah that sounds nice
Scenario 2－talking at work having a hair conversation
H : your hair looks really nice Ruth have you had a haircut?
R : yeah but it was only a trim
H : oh yeah where did you get it cut?
R : at ‘Egg’ in at the top of  Leigh Walk
H : ohh I like it
R : oh thanks
Scenario 3－talking about your Japanese skills
H : your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji
R : well I can’t speak it like yo:u can though
H : yeah but reading schools are really important heh-heh SCHOOLS skills
Scenario 3 TAKE 2
H : Ruth your Japanese is really good you know a lot of  kanji
R : umm but I can’t speak it like you can
H : naahh my speaking’s not that good
Scenario 4－talking about a recent marathon
H :  Ruth I heard you ran half  a marathon at the weekend I couldn’t even run 
to the shops and back you’re really healthy
R : Naa it was nothing↑
H : It couldn’t have been NOTHING it was a marathon
Scenario 5－having a coffee at a friend’s place
H : you make good coffee I like the cake too
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R : ohh it’s just M&S fi lter coffee New York style
H : ohh I really liked it thanks
Scenario 6－chatting with an acquitance
R : You speak Jap:an::ese↑very impressive
H :  yeah my boyfriend moved to Japan so I guess I picked it up when I was 
living there
R : wow! I heard Japanese was REALLY hard
Scenario 7－chatting after some friends have cooked dinner
R : hmmm that was delicious och chocolate fudge truffl es
H :  acch that was nothing I just threw it together when the chicken was in 
the oven
R :  just threw－THREW it togeth::er!! God I couldn’t make truffles if  I 
tried
Scenario 8－in a changing room of  a clothes shop with a friend
R : Looks GR::EAT↑↓that dress re::aly suits you
H : do you really think so? I didn’t think this colour suited me
R :  oh yeah it’s GOR::GEOUS look look how it brings out the colour of  
your eyes
Scenario 9－ leaving work on the street with a colleague
R : Oh Hazel I like your ha:t it’s rea::ly fashionable
H : oh it looks silly
R : NO not at all it’s really trendy with those stripes
Scenario 10－arriving at work
R : hey you’re looking smart today
H : ahh this is just an old skirt I haven’t worn in a while
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R : it’s gre::at where did you get it?
Scenario 11－in the hair salon the stylist is with a client
R : oh you’ve got beautiful strong hair
H : accch but it’s so thick
R : ah no but you can do LOADS with it
PART 2
A2 & B2
CARD
R : oh Hazel you look lovely
H : oh thanks
R :  umm yeah I just errr I’ve lost some weight I joined err a health & fi tness 
club and err I been down the gym
R : oh↑right well it really shows you look really toned
H : oh thanks
R : and glowing ((yeah overlap))
H : yeah yeah I felt like I needed to loose a little bit of  weight so
R : ohhhahhh
H : yeah
R : oh well good for you
H : but thanks ((overlaps form good))
A3 & B3
CARD
R : oh I like your outfi t
H : ahh thanks I just got it actually
R : oh
H : yeah been shopping and I I  just bought it
R : oh it’s great those colours work really well together
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H :  oh yeah! Thanks umm I was I saw it down in the shops earlier and I can’t 
really afford it but ((pause)) I thought I’d treat myself
R : oh yeah
A4 & B4
CARD
R :  I can’t BELIEVE you’re 35 I thought you were about 28!! You look so 
YOUNG
H : Thanks! That’s such a compliment I’m actually 40
R : NO WA::Y!!
H : yeah yeah
R : oh somebody told me that you were 35
H : no no umm I just celebrated my fortieth birthday
R : oh WOW
H : yeah that’s a real compliment? thank you?
R : great
A5 & B5
CARD
R : oh you’ve done loads with your garden it looks fantastic
H : ((pause)) ((can I sorry heh-heh))
TAKE 2
R : wow you’ve done loads with your garden it looks fantastic
H :  oh thanks actually I can’t really take the credit it wasn’t me it was my 
partner he’s a gardener
R : ohh really
H : yeah yeah but it is lovely
R : oh it is it’s gorgeous I  I haven’t green fi ngers at all
H : no me neither
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A6 B6
CARD
H : oh hi Ruth how’s it goin OH WOW that’s a fan:tas::tic?? dress
R : oh thanks
H :  yeah I love it oh I I should have I should have got one of  those for this 
trip as well
R : oh oh I just bought it in errr a sale actually it was a real a real bargain
H : was it?
R : yeah
H : it’s gorgeous
R : ohhh thanks
A7 & B7
CARD
H : hi Ruth how you doin oh GOD you look so well
R : ohh thanks
H : yeah have you been aw:a:y?
R : umm yeah I have I I went to ((pause)) Italy actually it was wonderful
H : ahhh you look great
R : thanks
A8 & B8
CARD
H : oh ahh Ruth we have Japanese class tomorrow huh?
R : yeah I know I haven’t done the homework have you?
H :  no I haven’t but you don’t need to do your homework your Japanese is 
really good
R : ohhh no it’s not
H : noo it is
R : it’s not I for::ge:t
